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Microsoft® Exchange Server 2007 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get your mission-critical messaging and collaboration systemsup and running with the essential guide to deploying and managing ExchangeServer 2007. This comprehensive administrator's reference covers the fullrange of server and client deployments, unified communications, messagingsecurity, performance optimization, troubleshooting, and disaster...
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How the Internet Works (8th Edition)Que, 2006
Have you ever wanted to know how data travels from computer to computer, around the world? Have you ever wondered how Web sites can track users or how newsgroups work? How the Internet Works shows you how with easy-to-follow, four-color visual spreads tracking the path data flows and the hardware involved. Now entering its fourth year, How the...
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Run Your Own Web Server Using Linux & ApacheSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005
More organizations install Linux into their server rooms every day. The reasons for this vary, but those who make the switch to Linux often claim that its reliability, cost, choice, scalability, and the freedom it offers from vendor lock-in, are some of the reasons why they decided to switch. But, whatever your reasons for...
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Foundations of Computer SecuritySpringer, 2005
Anyone with a computer has heard of viruses, had to deal with several, and has been struggling with spam, spyware, and disk crashes. This book is intended as a starting point for those familiar with basic concepts of computers and computations and who would like to extend their knowledge into the realm of computer and network security. Its...
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The XP Files:  Windows' Hidden Tools for Secure Sharing, Communication, and CollaborationMcGraw-Hill, 2002
XP's Best-Kept Secrets--Revealed!

During the past decade, Microsoft has created the some of the best Internet communication programs in the world and has installed them on every Windows computer--free, but mostly hidden. Until now, only a few knowledgeable computer users knew how to exploit the potential of these programs--and understood...
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Building a Monitoring Infrastructure with NagiosPrentice Hall, 2007
Build real-world, end-to-end network monitoring solutions with Nagios 
 

This is the definitive guide to building low-cost, enterprise-strength monitoring infrastructures with Nagios, the world’s leading open source monitoring tool. Network monitoring specialist David...
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Zend Framework 2 Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Overview

	
		Create powerful web applications by leveraging the power of this Model-View-Controller-based framework
	
		Learn by doing; create a social network from design to deployment
	...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 Advanced AdministrationSybex, 2006
Advanced Exchange instruction for experienced systems administrators
    

    Building on the success of Jim McBee's Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 24seven, this book is fully updated for Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 SP2 and Windows Server 2003 R2 and now joins the new Sybex series    
...
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Outlook 2016 For Dummies (Outlook for Dummies)For Dummies, 2015

	Be more productive and simplify your life with Outlook 2016!


	Ever feel like you're drowning in your inbox? Outlook 2016 For Dummies helps you lower the metaphorical water levels by quickly prioritizing incoming email. Instead of wading through messages and tasks all day, use Outlook as it was intended—as a...
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Anti-Spam Tool KitMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The three of us began our tech careers at a small local Internet service provider, where every dollar was sacred and wasting one was the equivalent of sacrilege. What we discovered then is still true today: Any way you cut it, spam wastes money. Organizations and individuals devote more time, money, and strategy to thwarting...
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Tony Redmond's Microsoft Exchange Server 2003: with SP1 (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2004
Tony Redmond does it again!  He provides detailed real-world information that will make you an expert on Exchange 2003. This book is a clear, to-the-point source of information filled with sound practical advice. Whether you're new to Exchange or upgrading your existing Exchange
systems, this detailed guide can help you tap all the power,...
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Sams Teach Yourself TCP/IP in 24 Hours, Third EditionSams Publishing, 2003
Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself TCP/IP in 24 Hours, Third Edition. This book provides a clear and concise introduction to TCP/IP for newcomers, and also for users who have worked with TCP/IP but would like a little more of the inside story. The third edition includes new material on recent developments in TCP/IP and...
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